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(R5) 14:30 SOUTHWELL, 1m 7f 153y 

bookmakers.co.uk Free Bets Mares' Novices' Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 3/4332- BANJO GIRL (IRE) 246 
ch m Presenting - Oh Susannah

5 10 - 12h1 David Noonan
Mrs L Wadham

116

Jockey Colours: Grey, black sash, black and grey quartered cap
Timeform says: Reached the frame in 3 of her 4 starts over hurdles, and got back on track
with her best effort yet when runner-up at this course (20.3f) in March. Should give it another
good shot.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

2 77-98 BISOUBISOU 9 
b m Champs Elysees - Marathea

5 10 - 12 David England
Olly Murphy

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and light green diamonds, dark blue sleeves
Timeform says: Hardly beaten a rival in 3 runs over hurdles, and looks one for low-grade
handicaps.  (Forecast 101.00)

Notes: 

3 GHINIA (IRE) 
b m Mastercraftsman - Jorghinia

6 10 - 12 Kielan Woods
Mrs P Sly

-

Jockey Colours: White, dark green braces, diabolo on sleeves, red cap, white star
Timeform says: Fair on Flat, stays 1¼m, shaped bit better than distance beaten suggests
when down the field last time, but probably isn't one to go too overboard about on her hurdles
debut.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

4 56- LADY MASTER 218 
b f Native Ruler - Elmside Katie

4 10 - 12 Sean Bowen
Mrs Caroline Bailey

-

Jockey Colours: Red, yellow and red halved sleeves, black and yellow striped cap
Timeform says: Poor form in bumpers and doesn't look one to be interested in making her
hurdles debut.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

5 10-25 MOUNTAIN PATH 52 
b f Mount Nelson - Vino

4 10 - 12 Jonjo O'Neill (7)
Jonjo O'Neill

-

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, white hoops, emerald green sleeves, white cap
Timeform says: Bumper winner who made a promising start over hurdles when second at
Worcester (2m) in August but didn’t go on from that next start. Needs to get back on track.

 (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

6 333 OKSANA 121 
b f Midnight Legend - La Harde

4 10 - 12h D A Jacob
B I Case

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and maroon (halved), dark blue sleeves, maroon stars, dark blue cap,
maroon star
Timeform says: Placed in 2 out of 3 bumpers in the summer, but that’s only modest form
and improvement required on her hurdles debut.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

7 342-2 PASSING CALL 18 
b f Passing Glance - Call Me A Legend

4 10 - 12 Wayne Hutchinson
A King

-

Jockey Colours: Light green, dark blue epaulets, yellow and dark blue hooped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Fair in bumpers, and plenty to like when runner-up to a well-regarded one at
Uttoxeter (15.8) on hurdles bow recently. Sure to progress and one to keep on side. 
(Forecast 2.38)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: There was plenty to like about PASSING CALL’s debut over hurdles when
runner-up to a well-regarded one at Uttoxeter recently, and she should have little trouble winning a
race of this nature. Bango Girl remains a maiden, but should give it another good shot on her return,
while Mountain Path needs to get back on track.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: PASSING CALL (7) 
2: BANJO GIRL (1) 
3: MOUNTAIN PATH (5)


